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Highlights 

 Using industry median capital structure measurement, statistically significant evidence of herding 

in Services industry is found in the bear market  

 Using industry-leader capital structure measurement, statistically significant evidence of herding in 

the bull market is found in Manufacturing industry 

 The study found evidence of inter- industry capital structure herd behavior 

 With the exception of manufacturing industry, none of the other three industries exhibit within-

industry herding behavior using both industry median and industry leader capital structure 

measurements 

Abstract 

Utilizing a panel data, I examined herd behavior in capital structure of firms for four major US 

industries (Manufacturing, Construction, Wholesale and Services), specifically regarding their 

propensity to exhibit herd behavior around industry median capital structure and industry-

leader capital structure respectively. I followed existing methodology in the extant literature by 

using cross-sectional absolute dispersion (CSAD) to detect industry-wide herding and industry 

leader-follower herding, as well as the herding behavior during economic expansion and 

contraction during the sample period 1996-2015. Using industry median capital structure 

measurement, statistically significant evidence of herding in Services industry is found in the 

bear market, whilst statistically significant evidence of herding in the bull market is found in 
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